Referring expression comprehension (REC) aims to localize a text-related region in a given image by a referring expression in natural language. Existing methods focus on how to build convincing visual and language representations independently, which may significantly isolate visual and language information. In this paper, we argue that for REC the referring expression and the target region are semantically correlated and subject, location and relationship consistency exist between vision and language. On top of this, we propose a novel approach called MutAtt to construct mutual guidance between vision and language, which treat vision and language equally thus yield compact information matching. Specifically, for each module of subject, location and relationship, MutAtt builds two kinds of attention-based mutual guidance strategies. One strategy is to generate vision-guided language embedding for the sake of matching relevant visual feature. The other reversely generates language-guided visual feature to match relevant language embedding. This mutual guidance strategy can effectively guarantees the vision-language consistency in three modules. Experiments on three popular REC datasets demonstrate that the proposed approach outperforms the current state-of-the-art methods.
INTRODUCTION
Referring expression comprehension (REC), also known as visual grounding, aims at finding the text-related object in a given image according to the description of referring expressions. As a vision-language problem, REC has widespread applications in real-world scenarios, e.g., in an autopilot system, we need to localize the exact location in images or videos from text expressions like "park the car on the right side". Although much progress has been made in REC, grounding referring expressions remains challenging because it requires a This work was supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China (Nos. U1803264, 61672376, 61671325). Fig. 1 . Schematic of the proposed MutAtt. We assume there exist three kinds of consistency between referring expression and target region proposal. MutAtt builds mutual attentionbased guidance strategy between visual and language information, which consists of visual-guided language embedding and language-guided visual embedding. comprehensive understanding of complex language semantics and various types of visual information simultaneously.
Researches on REC can be categorized into generative methods and discriminative methods. Generative methods, originated from image captioning [1, 2] , generate description for each localized region in searching by maximum posteriori probability [3, 4, 5] . However, generative methods overrelies on the local region captioning model, which cannot describe the relative location and relationships with other objects. Discriminative methods try to learn the joint visionlanguage matching score and select object by ranking all scores [6, 7, 8, 9] , which has become the most common ways in REC. Existing discriminative methods always focus on how to extract more powerful visual and language features. Generally, these methods use Convolutional Neural Networks to encode the visual features for each candidate region, and use Recurrent Neural Networks to encode the referring expression [6, 10] . Compositional modular networks [7, 8] decompose the referring expression into three parts: subject, location and relationship, and design three visual feature representations to achieve fine-grained matching. Variational context [9] exploits the reciprocal relation between the referent and context to solve the problem of complex context model-ing in referring expression comprehension. Nevertheless, the previous discriminative methods focus on how to build convincing visual and language representations independently, where the referring expressions are always only treated as unrequited queries. This may significantly isolate visual and language information, thus hinders the effective matching between vision and language, especially when the scene or expression are complex.
In our view, REC can only work based on the hypothesis that the referring expression and the target region represent the same semantics, including subject consistency, location consistency and relationship consistency. By considering these three kinds of consistency, REC model can achieve more compact vision and language combination and more accurate prediction. Based on this hypothesis, we design an innovative mutual attention-based guidance method MutAtt in the perspective of vision-language matching by enforcing these three consistencies. Specifically, to ensure effective cross modal consistency, we first treat REC as a visionlanguage matching problem in order to make visual and language information equal. MutAtt provides two strategies to achieve the above hypothesis as shown in Fig. 1 . One strategy uses visual features to guide the language and then matches the guided language features with visual features. While improving the consistency of cross-modal information, it will make the model focus on vision over language. The other strategy uses language embedding to guide vision and then match the generated visual features with language embedding. This allows us to balance the status of vision and language information while further improving cross-model consistency. We apply this approach to subject, location and relationship modules, which significantly guarantees three kinds of consistency while maintains vision and language equality. We conduct experiments on three popular REC datasets to verify the advantages of the proposed method, and the experimental results show the superiority of the proposed MutAtt.
RELATED WORK
Referring expression comprehension. Existing REC methods generally fall into two categories: generative model and discriminative model. In generative model, [3, 4, 5] use the encoder-decoder structure to localize the region that can generate the sentence with maximum posteriori probability. Discriminative model [7, 8, 9] tends to use various feature vectors to represent the expression and the image region, and then measures the similarity of them to select the region with the highest scores. The previous work [6] separately encodes the entire related expression and the entire image feature , which ignores the complex structures in the language as well in the image. The work in [7, 8] overcomes this limitation through decomposing the expression into sub-components and computing the vision-language matching scores of each module. The method [9] lowers the requirement of joint grounding and reasoning to a holistic association score between the sentence and region features. In addition, recent work [8, 11] uses the attention mechanism to make the model focus on more critical information and achieves significant effectiveness. However, the previous discriminative methods focus on how to build convincing visual and language representations independently, and never consider the information consistency between vision and language. These methods only regard referring expression as a complementary query and overemphasize the importance of visual information. In contrast, we propose to enhance the vision-language consistency by cross-modal attention-based mutual guided matching. Vision-language matching. Vision-language matching has been studied for years, the key challenge of which is measuring the similarity between vision and language embedding. The most popular vision-language matching methods [12, 13, 14] rely on relatively similar procedures: extract discriminative visual and language features and measure as accurately as possible the distance between the two representations. The work in [15, 16] adopt CNN and Skip-Gram or LSTM to extract feature representations for crossmodal. Then a ranking loss is used to force the model to get closer to the matched vision-language pair and away from the unmatched pair. [17] further improve the learning of crossview feature embedding by incorporating generative objectives. Through region relationship reasoning and global semantic reasoning, [18] enhance image representation to align with the corresponding text caption better. In this paper, we treat the fusion of visual and language features as a kind of vision-language matching problem to enhance the visionlanguage consistency to make vision and language play same important role. In this way, the proposed MutAtt can discover more discriminative joint visual-textual representation.
METHOD

Problem formulation and background
Given an image I with a set of region of interest R = {r i } tagged by people or detection algorithm and referring expression E = {u t } T t=1 , where u t means the t-th word in sentence, the purpose of REC is to find the target region r * best matching E. The effective solution is to match the visual features of each candidate region and the language embedding of expression, and select the region with the highest score. We follow the modular design of MAttNet [8] as our backbone for its capability to handle subject, location and relationship information in referring expressions. MAttNet decomposes expression embedding into three modular components, i.e. {q subj , q loc , q rel }, via a language attention network, and designs three visual models to encode the corresponding visual feature v m , where m ∈ (subj, loc, rel). In this paper, we introduce a mutual attention-based guidance approach called MutAtt to improve vision-language consistency, including vision-guided language embedding and language-guided visual feature, which is shown in Fig. 2 . As we treat the REC problem as a matching problem, we only consider one region r (not specific) in R as the visual input, while in the inference, the region with largest matching score will be selected.
Mutual attention-based guidance
Visual-guided language embedding
We first design to use visual feature help the formation of language embedding through matching vision and language from word-level to sentence-level for each module m ∈ {subj, loc, rel}. To be specific, we compute the cosine similarity vector s m between word embedding {e t } T t=1 and visual feature {v m n } N n=1 of region proposal r, which can be computed as
where v m is the average pooled visual feature of {v m n } N n=1 and can be obtained by
where N represents the number of visual element in different module for the candidate region. In Eq. (1), s m t represents the attention from visual feature of module m to the t-th word embedding. By this word-level similarity, we compute the fine-grained similarity between each visual and language element pair, which can significantly compose of the visuallyguided language embedding. Thus, we use the similarity as the weight of each word embedding to generate visual-guided sentence-level embedding as follows:
where λ m is the word-level language attention obtained from language attention network in MAttNet [8] , which helps form the language embedding corresponding to different visual modules. Under the guidance of word-level vision-language similarities, the sentence-level embedding can be enhanced by visual feature.
After that, we further calculate the score of visual feature v m and visual-guided language embeddingq m by the cosine similarity through matching vision and language in sentence level:
Note, we propose to match vision and language information from word-level to sentence-level, which can guarantee the multi-scale vision-language matching. If the region and referring expression never match, the score would be small by this two level matching method, which could help omit failed prediction. To ensure that vision and language information have equal importance in the matching process and further improve vision-language consistency, we also construct a languageguided visual embedding.
Language-guided visual embedding
In our framework, we assume that the language and vision play equal role. Thus, after using visual information guide language embedding, we also hope to build the reverse guided embedding, i.e., the language-guided visual embedding. Given the visual feature {v m n } N n=1 of region proposal r and the corresponding language embedding q m of referring expression E, we first compute language-guided visual attention on subject, location and relationship modules.
where [·] is the concatenation operation, W m 1 , b m , W m 2 are model parameters and a m n represents the attention from language embedding q m to the n-th visual element of region proposal r. After that, we generate more discriminative language-guided visual feature bȳ
Finally, we use MLP structure to calculate the score between language-guided visual feature and language embedding. Each MLP is composed of two fully connected layer with ReLU activation, which help transform cross modal information into a common embedding space. With languageguided visual embedding, we guarantee the consistency of visual and language information and avoid the model paying too much attention to one of them. Note, the language-guided visual embedding is similar to the common attention using in other REC methods, as they only consider the simple visual language fusion. The drawback of this method is that the language is treated as the complementary query, while ignore that the their information can guide mutually.
Matching result and loss function
We combine the proposed MutAtt in subject, location and relationship modules. The overall matching score for the region proposal and expression is:
where (ω subj , ω loc , ω rel ) represent the weights of subject module, location module and relationship module obtained from language attention network in MAttNet. For positive candidate object and query pair (R i , E i ) and negative pairs (R i , E j ), (R j , E i ), the ranking loss is minimized during training:
where [x] + = max(x, 0), and k is the margin for the loss.
EXPERIMENTS
Dataset and implementation details
Dataset. We use three popular datasets for the evaluation, i.e., RefCOCO, RefCOCO+ and RefCOCOg [5, 6] . RefCOCO has 50,000 target objects collected from 19,994 images. Re-fCOCO+ has 49856 target objects collected from 19,992 images. These two datasets are split into four parts of "train", "val", "testA" and "testB". RefCOCOg includes 49822 target objects from 25799 images, which are split into three parts of "train", "val" and "test". Visual feature representation. We use faster R-CNN with ResNet101 as backbone to extract subject features, location features and relationship features for each region proposal and follow [8] to construct modular visual network. For the subject network, we feed the whole image into faster R-CNN and extract 7 × 7 features maps from last convolutional output of 3rd-stage and last convolutional output of 4-th stage to represent subject features. For the location network, we represent location features of candidate object by encoding position and relative area as Training setting. The training batch size is 15, which means in each training iteration we feed 15 images and the referring expressions associated with these images to the network. Adam is used as the training optimizer, with initial learning rate to be 0.0004, which decays by a factor of 10 every 8000 iterations. We implement MutAtt based on PyTorch. Evaluation setting. Following previous work [19, 20] , we take the region proposals from human annotated (gt) and detection methods (det). For gt, the evaluation requires the region with the highest matching score is the same as the ground-truth region. For det, the evaluation requires the intersection over union between the region with highest matching score and ground-truth region is greater than 0.5.
Results
Comparisons with State-of-The-Art. We provide a comparison of our method with other SOTA methods in Table. 1, including the results of using two settings on three datasets. As can be seen, MutAtt shows the advantage of the proposed approach. On the ground-truth setting, MutAtt is significantly better than the previous method on the RefCOCO dataset, and performs similarly to the previous method on the Ref-COCO+ and RefCOCOg datasets. On more important detection settings, We use the features of res101-frcn and compare with other methods. MutAtt outperforms the state-of-the-art on various split sets of the three datasets. It demonstrates that MutAtt can ensure the equality of vision and language in matching and improve the vision-language consistency on subject, location and relationship module. Ablation Study. We perform ablation study to verify the reliability of visual and language mutual guidance on each mod- ule. In the ablation study, we give the evaluation results of ground-truth setting on the RefCOCOg dataset. The results show in Table. 2. Line1 shows the result without mutual guidance. Line2∼3 show the results of adding visual guidance and language guidance to subject module. The results show that visual guidance and language guidance all improve the comprehension of the model and prove the effectiveness of our method. Line4∼5 shows the results of the same method applied to relation module and relationship module. We can see that the help for the improvement of model comprehension gradually decreases. The reason for this phenomenon is that of the three module weights generated by the language attention network, the subject module has the highest weight, the relationship module has the lowest weight and is less than 0.1 in most cases.
Visualization
We visualize the attention of image and the weights of expressions in Fig. 3 . The first column is the comprehension result of our approach and the third column is the comprehension result of MAttNet. From the first set of examples, it is obvious that our method is superior to mattnet in terms of visual attention, language embedding and comprehensive understanding.
With the guidance of "a brown bowl on the ground", the focus area of the model is moved from the edge of the "bowl" to the main body of the "bowl". Correspondingly, with the help of the guidance of visual features, the model improves the understanding of the relationship between "bowl" and "ground" in "a brown bowl on the ground", and encodes the "ground" as a related object rather than a target object.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a mutual attention-based guidance method (MutAtt) for the task of REC. MutAtt contains two key components for vision-language matching: visual-guided language embedding and language-guided visual embedding. By combining two matching processes, we maintains vision and language equality. So MutAtt can learn more discriminative visual feature and language embedding while guarantee vision-language consistency during the matching process in three sub-component, which beneficial to matching on crossmodal information. Experiments on three REC datasets with two setting show that MutAtt outperforms other method on most evaluation indicators, which demonstrates the effectiveness of MutAtt.
Our Method
Prediction and expression MAttNet
Expression: "A brown bowl on the ground" Expression: "small lamb in Man's right hand"
Our Method Prediction and expression MAttNet
Expression: "A potted tree leaning to the right" Expression: "A back rest of a wooden chair which was occupied by a man" Fig. 3 . Visualization comparisons between MutAtt and MAttNet of visual attention and language attention of each word on three modules. Green rectangle is the prediction result of MutAtt and red rectangle is the prediction result of MAttNet. We can see that MutAtt can adaptively capture the weight of each word, and accurately focus on the objects described in the language.
